
BA in HUMANITIES  --  INTERNATIONAL AREA STUDIES 
Advised by the School of Languages, Cultures and Race – Thompson Hall 110, 509-335-4135; https:/slcr.wsu.edu  

Academic Coordinator:  Laurie Heustis; heustis@wsu.edu 
 
Name: ____________________________ WSU ID: ______________________  Advisor:  _____________________________ 

*specific classes should be selected in consultation with the faculty advisor.          8/2006 
 
Updated:   

 
40 credits required 

    European 
Faculty Advisor:  Various 
See advisor for assistance:   
https://forlang.wsu.edu/faculty-
staff-directory/meet-our-
staff/heustis-laurie/  

    French/Francophone 
Faculty Advisor:  S. Davis 
https://forlang.wsu.edu/faculty-staff-
directory/faculty/davis-sabine/  

     Germanic 
Faculty Advisor: J.Bonzo 
https://forlang.wsu.edu/faculty-staff-
directory/faculty/bonzo-joshua/  

  Latin American  
Faculty Advisor:  M. Hubert 
https://forlang.wsu.edu/faculty-staff-
directory/faculty/rodriguez-vivaldi-
ana-maria/  

Language:                                 8 cr. 
(101)    ___ (102)  ___   203  ___204 
______________________________ 
 

A European language at the 204 
level (minimum) 

French at the 204 level (minimum) German at the 204 level (minimum) Spanish at the 204 level (minimum) 

Humanities                                9 cr. 
 
Course             Sem/Yr         Grade   
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
 

3 literature classes in the 
language selected above; or 3 
music, art history, or philosophy 
classes* 

3 literature classes in French; or 
3 music or art history classes* 

3 literature classes in German; or  
3 music, art, or philosophy classes* 

3 literature classes in Spanish, 
Latin American emphasis; or 
3 art or music classes* 

Social Sciences                       9 cr. 
 
Course             Sem/Yr         Grade   
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
 

3 classes in subjects such as 
contemporary culture (ex. Ger 
320, politics (Pol S 472), or 
history (Hist 450)* 

3 classes in subjects such as 
contemporary culture (ex. Fren 320, 
CAC 227, 439), politics (Pol S 472), 
or history (Hist 467)* 

3 classes in subjects such as 
contemporary culture (ex. Ger 320, 
politics (Pol S 472), or history (Hist 
449, 450, 468)* 

3 classes in subjects such as 
contemporary culture (ex. Span 
320); politics (Pol S 435), or history 
(Hist 430, 432)* 

Single Discipline                     9 cr. 
 
Course             Sem/Yr         Grade   
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
 

Suggested disciplines include 
foreign languages, politics, 
economics, history, art history, 
music, sociology, philosophy, 
agriculture, or business* 

Suggested disciplines include foreign 
languages, anthropology, agriculture, 
politics, economics, history, art 
history, music, sociology, philosophy, 
or business* 

Suggested disciplines include 
foreign languages, agriculture, 
politics, economics, history, art 
history, music, sociology, 
philosophy, or business* 

Suggested disciplines include 
foreign languages, anthropology, 
agriculture, politics, economics, 
history, art history, music, 
sociology, philosophy, or business* 

General Studies Electives    5 cr. 
 
Course             Sem/Yr         Grade   
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
__________     ______         _____ 
 

A European language different 
from the one selected above, at 
the 204 level (minimum) is 
required; also international 
courses from at least two 
different Colleges, such as 
Liberal Arts and Business* 

International courses from at least 
two different Colleges, such as 
Liberal Arts and Agriculture; German 
language is encouraged* 

International courses from at least 
two different Colleges, such as 
Liberal Arts and Economics; 
French language is encouraged* 

International courses from at least 
two different Colleges, such as 
Liberal Arts and Agriculture; 
French or Italian language is 
encouraged* 

Example of appropriate study 
abroad program: 

New Europe (Brussels) Studies in International Development 
(Dakar, Senegal) 

Culture, Ethnicity, and Nationalism 
(Berlin) 

Institute for International Affairs 
(San Juan, Costa Rica) 
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